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Getting the best from blended learning

Today, printed Student’s Books, Teacher’s Books and Workbooks are complemented by a wide range of digital components.

To get the best results, you need a blended learning package that makes pedagogic use of the latest technologies and offers the flexibility to mix and match according to the specific needs of you and your students.

Offering numerous ways to make your teaching varied, interactive and therefore effective, you can pick and choose the digital components that are most suitable for you.

- **Online Placement Tests**
  - Automatic marking and instant results
  - Useful for placing students and for exam screening
  - Common European Framework of Reference mapping

- **iTools (classroom presentation tools for use with IWB or PC/projector)**
  - Integrated multimedia, including short videos
  - Customisable content, such as PowerPoint presentations for grammar
  - Option to add your own resources and website links to the existing material

- **Online Skills Practice and Online Workbooks (teacher managed)**
  - Automatic marking for Reading and Listening tasks, teacher-marked Speaking and Writing tasks
  - Option to assign specific tasks and keep track of progress, completion, and scores
  - Individual score breakdowns per class

- **Online Practice Tests**
  - Available in test mode (under exam conditions) or practice mode (with Help)
  - Automatic marking for Reading and Listening tasks, teacher-marked Speaking and Writing tasks
  - Online dictionary and model answers

- **Teacher’s Packs**
  - DVD of Speaking test (also for use in class)
  - Writing and Speaking Assessment booklet
  - Using a Dictionary for Exams booklet or Vocabulary Practice booklet

- **Online Skills Practice and Online Workbooks (for self-study use)**
  - Practice in all four skills, including self-record functionality for Speaking
  - Instant feedback and opportunity to re-submit
  - Help features and model answers
### Supporting your teaching needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I need...</th>
<th>Our solution...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ...a way to create lessons that are visually more exciting, especially for my younger students.</td>
<td>iTools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ...to spend less time on marking homework and more time on lesson preparation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ...tips and advice on how to assess speaking and writing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I need...</th>
<th>Our solution...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ...ways to help less confident students practise their speaking skills.</td>
<td>Online Skills Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ...help placing students in the right level class (according to CEFR).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ...extra activities and resources to supplement my classes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I need...</th>
<th>Our solution...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ...a way to use live internet sites in my classes so my students can see authentic English in a current context.</td>
<td>iTools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ...less time spent on mock tests in class and more on speaking activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ...a more targeted way to identify my students’ weakest areas, both individually and at group level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supporting your students’ learning needs

I need...

- ...to practise my speaking, but not in front of my classmates!
- ...more interactive lessons so that I get the most out of my classes.
- ...more one-to-one contact with my teacher and feedback on what I get wrong.

Our solution...

- Online Skills Practice
- iTools
- Online Skills Practice

I need...

- ...to get a good idea of what to expect in the Speaking test.
- ...lots of opportunities to do practice tests, ideally under exam conditions.
- model answers to help me improve my writing skills.

Our solution...

- Teacher’s Packs*
- Online Practice Tests
- Online Skills Practice

* Speaking test DVD

I need...

- ...online exam practice so that I can do the exercises anywhere and anytime.
- ...clear presentations of grammar in lessons so that I really understand.
- ...to know that I’m in the right class for my level, so I can make as much progress as possible.

Our solution...

- Online Skills Practice
- iTools
- Online Placement Tests

Key

- iTools
  Classroom Presentation Tools for use with IWB or PC/projector
- Teacher’s Packs
- Online Placement Tests
- Online Practice Tests
- Online Skills Practice
  Online Skills Practice and Online Workbooks – for self-study use
- Online Skills Practice
  Online Skills Practice and Online Workbooks – managed by a teacher
Place your students at the right level for their exams classes
Please note: This chart is for general guidance only. Correlations are between the CEFR and each test or exam, according to publicly available information on the relevant provider’s website. Correlations between individual tests or exams are not necessarily valid.
Trinity Graded Examinations in Spoken English (GESE)

“At Trinity College London our assessments are designed to bring out the best in candidates. We’re delighted to be working together with OUP to provide these high quality resources to support our Graded Examinations in Spoken English (GESE).”

A multi-level series of exam preparation and practice material for Trinity College London’s Graded Examinations in Spoken English (GESE).

- Colourful, attractive and effective preparation and practice material to appeal to a wide range of learners.
- Input material replicates the exam as far as possible.
- Personalized production activities motivate students.
- Gradually improves accuracy, fluency and complexity in speaking and listening.
- Teacher’s Pack includes the Teacher’s Book and the Student’s Book. Teacher’s Book provides diagnostic material to ensure students are entered for the correct grade.

Dr Mark Griffiths

Paul Hancock

There was a need for lessons that were substantially based on aural input and oral communication, along with visual prompts, and we’ve worked hard to avoid the usual General English format that would have involved students doing a lot of written exercises. The result is a very lively and active way of thoroughly practising key language.
Cambridge English: First Result
Upper-Intermediate (B2)

Paul A Davies and Tim Falla

Student’s Book comes with access to Online Skills Practice, plus an online practice test. Workbook includes MultiROM with audio and an additional online practice test.

Online Skills Practice
(supplementary online practice of key exam skills and topic areas)

Online Practice Tests (one with Student’s Book, one with Workbook)

Teacher’s Pack (includes Teacher’s Book and Speaking DVD for extra support)

Cambridge English: Advanced Result
Advanced (C1)

Kathy Gude and Mary Stephens

Student’s Book comes with access to Online Skills Practice, plus an online practice test. Workbook includes MultiROM with audio and an additional online practice test.

Online Skills Practice
(supplementary online practice of key exam skills and topic areas)

Online Practice Tests (one with Student’s Book, one with Workbook)

Teacher’s Pack (includes Teacher’s Book and Speaking DVD for extra support)

Cambridge English: Key for Schools Result
Elementary (A2)

Jenny Quintana

Key for Schools Result has been developed specifically with teenage learners in mind. With fully age-appropriate content, it is perfect for school-based exam preparation at this level.

Online Skills Practice (over 120 exercises to supplement Student’s Book units)

Online Practice Tests
iTools

Teacher’s Pack

Cambridge English Exams

Result Series

Result is a contemporary, vibrant and accessible series that is suited to a wide range of exam students.

It offers high-level support for teachers and students preparing for the Cambridge English: Key for Schools, Preliminary, First and Advanced exams.

One of the first series to benefit from a full range of print and digital components, Result offers you and your students ultimate flexibility both in and out of the classroom.

Cambridge English: First Result
Student’s Book
978 0 19 450284 9
Student’s Book with Online Practice
978 0 19 451187 2
Class Audio CDs
978 0 19 451188 9
Cambridge English: First Online Practice
978 0 19 451191 4
Workbook and Audio CD with Key
978 0 19 451189 5
Workbook and Audio CD without Key
978 0 19 451190 2

Teacher’s Pack
978 0 19 451192 6
Class Audio CDs
978 0 19 451193 3
Cambridge English: First Online Practice
978 0 19 451197 7
Workbook and Audio CD with Key
978 0 19 451195 9
Workbook and Audio CD without Key
978 0 19 451196 7

Cambridge English: Advanced Result
Student’s Book
978 0 19 451285 4
Student’s Book with Practice
978 0 19 451242 8
Class Audio CDs
978 0 19 451255 8
Cambridge English: Advanced Online Practice
978 0 19 451249 7
Workbook and Audio CD with Key
978 0 19 451240 4
Workbook and Audio CD without Key
978 0 19 451235 0

Teacher’s Pack
978 0 19 451247 2
Class Audio CDs
978 0 19 451255 0
Cambridge English: Advanced Online Practice
978 0 19 451249 7
Workbook and Audio CD with Key
978 0 19 451255 0
Workbook and Audio CD without Key
978 0 19 451261 6

Cambridge English: Key for Schools Result
Student’s Book
978 0 19 461715 S
Student’s Book and Online Workbook
978 0 19 461729 5
Workbook Resource Pack with Key
978 0 19 461713 8
Workbook Resource Pack without Key
978 0 19 461715 S

Teacher’s Pack
978 0 19 461727 6
Class Audio CD
978 0 19 461727 6
Cambridge English: Key for Schools Online Practice
978 0 19 461731 8
Workbook Resource Pack with Key
978 0 19 461733 4
Workbook Resource Pack without Key
978 0 19 461735 S

Cambridge English: PET Result
Intermediate (B1)

Jenny Quintana

Student’s Book and Online Workbook
Online Workbook (With over 140 interactive exercises and additional speaking practice)

Online Practice Tests
iTools
Teacher’s Pack
Student’s Website
Teacher’s Website
DVD

Cambridge English: First Online Practice
978 0 19 451271 8
Cambridge English Exams
Masterclass Series

The Masterclass series presents challenging topics for students who aim high.

This series prepares students for the Cambridge English: Preliminary, First, Proficiency and IELTS and BEC exams.

Masterclass offers a full range of digital components, giving you plenty of support material and lots of supplementary Online Skills Practice.

Cambridge English: First Masterclass
Upper-Intermediate (B2)
Simon Haines and Barbara Stewart
The contemporary design and updated material in this revised edition will motivate students preparing for the 2015 Cambridge English: First exam. Contains exam skills training activities and tips to give students confidence when approaching exam tasks.

- Online Skills Practice (supplementary online practice of key exam skills and topic areas)
- Online Practice Tests (one with Student’s Book, one with Workbook)
- Teacher’s Pack (includes Teacher’s Book and Speaking DVD for extra support)

Cambridge English: Proficiency Masterclass
Advanced + (C2)
Kathy Gude, Michael Duckworth, and Louis Rogers
This revised edition of Proficiency Masterclass has been updated by a trusted and experienced author team for the 2013 exam. Aimed at aspirational students, it is designed to achieve a more sophisticated, natural, and accurate use of English.

- Grammar reference section by expert George Yule.
- Teaching Vocabulary to High-level Learners’ booklet in the Teacher’s Pack includes worksheets written by lexical experts Ruth Caimins and Stuart Redman.

- Online Skills and Language Practice (150 skills-training exercises and exam practice tasks)
- Online Practice Tests
- iTools
- Teacher’s Pack (includes Speaking DVD with Writing and Speaking Assessment booklet)

PET Masterclass
Intermediate (B1)
Annette Capel and Rosemary Nixon
BEC Vantage Masterclass is ideal for pre-service and in-service learners.

- Each lesson is on a double-page spread, making it easy to teach from.
- Authors have addressed typical mistakes PET students make.
- Workbook includes access to one online PET practice test with interactive support.

- Online Practice Tests

See also:
IELTS Masterclass p.11
Aimed at students who want to take the Academic Module of the IELTS exam, our IELTS preparation titles cover all levels from A2-C2.

**Foundation IELTS Masterclass**
Mid B1 to Mid B2 (IELTS 4.5–5.5)

- Two complete IELTS practice tests with Student’s Book: one in the book and one online.
- Grammar and Vocabulary Files in the Student’s Book with notes and exercises to consolidate key language.
- Engaging real-world information pages for each unit to develop students’ world knowledge, topic-related vocabulary and critical thinking.
- Exam strategies and Writing guide.

**Online Skills Practice**
(supplementary online practice of key IELTS skills and topic areas)

**Online Practice Test**
Teacher’s Pack
(includes Speaking DVD showing students doing the Speaking paper)
Teacher’s website

**Headway Academic Skills: IELTS Study Skills Edition**
A2–B1 (IELTS 3.0–4.5)

- A four-skills course integrating the Reading & Writing, Listening & Speaking content from Headway Academic Skills Level 1.
- Includes two complete IELTS practice tests, access to additional Online Practice and a Third Practice Test online.
- Online Skills Practice
- Online Practice Tests

**On Course for IELTS:**
Second Edition
B1–C2 (IELTS 5.0–5.5)

- Darren Conway and Brett Shirreffs
- A 120–150 hour, full-time, topic-based course. It has been developed for students at IELTS 5 and above who wish to take the Academic Module of the IELTS exam.
- Fresh text design with engaging full-colour page layout.
- Authentic Readings and Listening materials with complete tapescripts.

**IELTS Preparation and Practice**
New Editions (B2–C1)

- Denise Young, Bridget Aucin, Neilane Liew, Alet Doornbusch, Marilyn Treasure, Stephanie Hiraishi, Louisa Chawhan and Janelle Tholet
- Designed to meet the needs of students preparing to take the IELTS test.
- Each book reflects the format of the IELTS test, and offers a complete guide to developing the required skills for Listening & Speaking, Reading & Writing.
- All new material.
- Authors are IELTS examiners.
We provide a diverse range of both tactics and topic-based preparation material.

**Tactics for the TOEIC® Test Listening and Reading Test Introductory Course**

Pre-Intermediate to Intermediate (A2–B1)

Grant Trew

This short course provides step-by-step support to help pre-intermediate and intermediate learners improve their test scores.

- Listening activities feature a range of speakers (US, British, Canadian, and Australian) to prepare students for accents in the TOEIC test.
- Flexible approach and extra supported online practice to suit different classes and course lengths.
- Audio scripts and answer key with detailed explanations included in the pack.
- Two complete practice tests are available online via the Student’s Book and in print in the Pack.

**Online Skills and Language Practice**

**Online Practice Tests**

**Student’s website**

---

**Tactics for TOEIC® Listening and Reading Test**

Beginner to Advanced (A1–C1)

Grant Trew

Content is authorized by ETS and contains official TOEIC test items.

A range of practical Test tips, Language building activities, and Tactics reinforced with immediate practice to help students succeed in the test.

- Listening tasks feature a range of speakers to familiarize students with the accents heard in the TOEIC test.
- Understanding natural English sections raise awareness of sound changes that can make native speech difficult to understand.
- Mini-tests to review and reinforce test tactics and vocabulary from the units.
- Word list and accompanying vocabulary review quizzes.
- Two complete practice tests with explanatory key and tapescripts.

---

**Tactics for TOEIC® Speaking and Writing Tests**

Beginner to Advanced (A1–C1)

Grant Trew

Content is authorized by ETS and contains official TOEIC test items.

Sample TOEIC Speaking and Writing tests, plus authentic sample responses and grades for each level of every task in the tests, with annotated examiners’ comments and scoring guidelines.

- A range of practical Test tips, Language building activities, and Tactics reinforced with immediate practice to help students succeed in the tests.
- Mini-tests to review and reinforce test tactics and vocabulary from the units.
- Word list and accompanying vocabulary review quizzes.

---

This course contains five topic-based chapters that help students develop the strategies needed to improve their score in the TOEIC® Listening and Reading Test.

- Answer key explains why answers are right or wrong.
- Exposure to varied accents in the listening sections.
- Grammar glossary.

---
TOEFL iBT®

Based on a communicative approach to learning, our TOEFL iBT™ preparation course and Tactics for TOEFL iBT® Test are designed to deliver high-interest, theme-based content, and to provide students with reasons to read, listen, speak, and write.

Tactics for the TOEFL iBT® Test

Christien Lee

A compact course focused on essential skills and strategies for TOEFL iBT® exam success.

This course offers comprehensive coverage of the key skills, strategies and language needed to take students to the required level for entry to international post-secondary institutions (iBT 75 to 90).

- Two complete practice tests in the Student Book for teaching, or online for test simulation.
- Online student practice offers more than 150 additional lessons with a focus on language, skills and test preparation.
- Audio CDs and answer keys available for a fully integrated Self-study Pack.
- Companion website with lesson plans and expanded answer keys for teachers, and information on the structure of the TOEFL test and what to expect on test day.

Oxford Preparation Course for the TOEFL iBT™ Exam

Susan Bates

This ready-made course for the TOEFL iBT™ exam offers comprehensive and interactive preparation, and extensive multimedia support.

Instructors can also create an integrated-skills programme by selecting one Reading, Listening, Speaking and Writing activity per day.

- Includes complete integration of the Academic Word List.
- Involves students by incorporating peer teaching and evaluation, as well as paired and group interaction activities and games.
- DVD has authentic high-interest news and documentary segments.
- Online tests simulate the format of the TOEFL iBT™ exam.
- Includes six audio CDs.

CaMLA

A flexible and blended American English course, revised for the CaMLA 2013 ECCE exam.

CaMLA ECCE Result

Upper-Intermediate (B2)

Gregory J Manin and Alicia Artusi

A flexible, blended American English course, revised for the CaMLA 2013 ECCE exam.

- 10 units of age-appropriate, up-to-date ECCE material.
- Revised for the 2013 Listening and GVR (grammar, vocabulary and reading) tasks.
- Tips, language guides, and model answers provide extra support for students.

Online Skills Practice
Online Practice Tests
iTools
Making your lessons engaging and interactive.

Lots of our Exams packages now have iTools as one of their components. Designed for use with both IWBs and projectors, iTools include material that both supports and supplements the Student’s and Teacher’s books. Learner motivation is immediately increased by showing material in a modern, interactive and engaging way.

You can use the content and activities however you wish – at the start of the lesson to warm up, after the lesson to review what’s been learnt, or to vary learning during the class. Try building 10 minutes into every lesson.

**Material – What do iTools consist of?**

- Get students talking with supplementary material for each unit, including video clips and photos.
- Engage your students with interactive activities.
- Ensure class involvement with printable worksheets to accompany material.
- Explain grammar points in a clear and concise way with customisable PowerPoint presentations.

**Functionality – How can I use the material?**

- Zoom, annotate, and use the spotlight functionality to focus on phrases or images for explanation.
- Increase students’ interest by displaying live websites containing authentic English.
- Upload your own content to personalise lessons.
- Support classroom tasks and activities with answers, audio files and other resources from the Teacher’s Pack (in-built).
- Show clips of students taking the Speaking test with video files from the Speaking DVD – so students will know exactly what to expect in the exam.
- Save time with easy access to book-marked pages.
- Signal time limits in mock exams or add a competitive edge to tasks with the in-built timer.
Online Workbooks and Online Skills Practice

Our Exam courses are available with Online Workbooks or Online Skills Practice so you can set online exam preparation as homework.

To give your students an interactive learning experience, use the Online Workbook instead of the print Workbook. For extra interactive practice use the Online Skills Practice in addition to the Student’s Book.

Students can do the online exercises as self-study, or you can assign the exercises using the Learning Management System, and track their progress, review the results to identify areas of weakness to focus on in class, or to set individual homework tasks.

Self-study
- Practice in all four skills.
- Record and listen back for Speaking activities.
- Instant feedback and opportunity to try again.
- Students can revise with the integrated help features:
  - instant feedback on answers
  - answer keys to check work
  - online dictionary and grammar reference
  - audio scripts, sample answers and useful language
  - exam tips

Practise reading and receive instant feedback.

Teacher managed
- Assign specific tasks and keep track of progress, completion and scores.
- Automatically marked Reading and Listening tasks.
- Mark and comment on your students’ recorded Speaking practice and Writing activities.
- Individual score breakdowns per class.
- Assign with help or without help to check that your students have understood the lessons taught in class.

Set exercises to check your students’ understanding.
Online Practice Tests

Use Oxford’s Online Practice Tests for homework or as mock exams to help your students get the best results.

These can either be used by self-study students to improve their exam techniques or assigned by you using the Learning Management System, helping you to easily track progress and record results.

Key features:
- Automatic marking (except for extended Writing and Speaking exercises).
- Instant feedback on answers.
- Integrated online dictionary for quick look-up.
- Option to assign in Practice mode with instant feedback on answers, exam tips and integrated dictionary, or in Test mode with a timer.
- Model answers and tips targeting common mistakes.

Online Practice Tests are available for Cambridge English: Key, Preliminary, First, and Advanced, IELTS, ECCE, TOEIC®, TOEFL iBT® and a range of national school leaving exams.

Tests are packaged with a course. Students can find unlock codes in their Student Book or Workbook. Buy additional tests online at: www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.

Online Practice Tests that come with courses have different content than those you can buy online; ideal for additional exams practice or for any course.

Look out for the key (Online Practice Tests) throughout the catalogue for courses with Online Practice Tests.

Free trial

Go to www.oxfordenglishtesting.com for free sample practice tests that you can assign to your students.
- Open an account in a few steps.
- Choose which tests you’d like.
- Assign tests online!

Plus!

Online Practice Tests for Cambridge English: Starters, Movers, and Flyers. Contact your local representative or go to www.oxfordenglishtesting.com for more information.
Understanding the style and format of the exam can be just as important for students as learning the skills, language and structures that they'll be tested on.

With a range of tests available in print and online, you and your students will never be short of practice material – whether you need group practice and input, or a mock exam, there will be something to meet your needs.

**Printed Practice Tests**

An invaluable tool for exam preparation, Oxford’s printed practice tests are available for the full range of Cambridge English Language Assessment and IELTS exams.

As well as realistic practice for the exam with a focus on commonly tested structures and vocabulary, you and your students benefit from:

- Exam tips
- Audio CDs
- Assessment criteria
- With key editions with access to complete Online Practice Tests
- Without key editions with access to extracts from Online Practice Tests
With exams courses especially, placement in the right level of class is integral to your students’ exam success.

Oxford’s online placement tests provide you with a quick and accurate way to establish your students’ levels and assign class groups. The tests are written by assessment experts, based on the latest testing research, and are pretested and piloted by thousands of students worldwide, giving you accurate and reliable results.

- Computer adaptive tests ensure that questions are relevant to the student’s level and provide a positive assessment experience.
- Automatic marking and instant scores make the process of assigning students to classes far quicker and easier.
- Scores are aligned to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR).

Oxford Online Placement Test
Pre-Beginner to Advanced (A0–C2)
Age 15+
- Trusted by universities, language schools, companies and ministries worldwide.
- Two sections: Use of English and Listening.
- Tests both grammatical ‘form’ and ‘meaning’, an excellent predictor of language ability.
- Suitable for either British or American English, with the option of a mix of accents in the Listening section.
- Around 45 questions taking on average 40 minutes to complete.
- Results show CEFR levels, score out of 120, time taken, and more.
- NEW Unique bank of tasks written at A0 (Pre-A1) level with enhanced low-level reporting, giving you more information on pre-beginner students.

Oxford Young Learners Placement Test
Pre-Beginner to Intermediate (A0–B1)
Age 7–12
- Ideal for mixed-ability classes, helping you target your teaching.
- British English.
- Friendly design, task types and photocopiable resources put children at ease, giving young learners a positive assessment experience.
- Two sections: Language Use and Listening.
- 30 questions taking around 35 minutes to complete.
- Results show CEFR levels and score out of 80.

Oxford Placement Tests 1 and 2
Beginner to Advanced (A1–C2)
Dave Allan
Two pen and paper test packs with 40 test papers each, and an answer key. See www.oup.com/elt
Additional digital exam support with Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary

The premium website of OALD, the world’s best-selling advanced learner’s dictionary, provides the ultimate speaking and writing tools for exam success.

www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com

OALD Premium Website

**Oxford Speaker**

Helps students develop their pronunciation and speaking skills.
- Watch videos of sounds, conversations and exam-style tasks.
- Students can record their voice and listen back, to help them prepare for speaking exams and oral presentations.
- Develop strategies for holding a conversation in English.

**Oxford Writer**

Guides students through planning, writing and reviewing their written tasks.
- Each task type has a model (showing structure, notes and sample content) and advice (on choosing the right language, sounding more formal or objective, avoiding repetition).
- Task types includes essays, presentations, letters and more.

Teachers can also access resources such as downloadable videos, lesson plans and activities for use in class.

Apps

Find information on all our apps at www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

**Oxford Learner’s Quick Reference Grammar**

Quick, clear and easy-to-understand explanations of the grammar you need to pass exams and communicate well in English. The perfect tool for ‘on-the-go’ grammar revision.

**Oxford Collocations Dictionary**

Want to produce more natural sounding English? Learn which words work together and express yourself naturally, convincingly and confidently.

**Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus: A Dictionary of Synonyms**

Understand the differences between similar words in written and spoken English, and find the right words to say exactly what you mean.
Go further with Oxford University Press

Oxford Teachers’ Club
Sign up for access to thousands of resources via the Oxford ELT website. www.oup.com/elt/teachersclub

Teaching Adults e-Newsletter
Sign up for our popular monthly e-newsletter to receive exclusive lesson materials, news, updates and articles written by top EFL experts. www.oup.com/elt/tanewsletter

Oxford Graded Readers
Ensure your students read their way to better English. For tips on using Graded Readers in class please visit: www.oup.com/elt/gradedreading

Oxford Online Placement Test
For fast, accurate, placement testing that is automatically marked test. Test your students’ English level quickly and easily. www.oxfordenglishtesting.com

Professional Development Webinars
Participate in short sessions delivered by expert authors and teacher trainers, on a wide variety of topics designed to help you in the classroom. www.oup.com/elt/events

Get Involved
Join our ever-growing network of teachers for the latest news, views, and updates from the English Language Teaching world – and share your thoughts and experiences. www.oupeltglobalblog.com

Oxford Teachers’ Club
Online Placement Tests
iTools
Online Skills Practice
Online Skills Practice (self-study)
Online Practice Tests
Teacher’s Packs
Online Skills Practice and Workbook (teacher managed)

www.oup.com/elt

SHAPING learning TOGETHER